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5 days Jiuzhaigou National Park(double entry) and Huanglong tour - by public
bus

https://windhorsetour.com/jiuzhaigou-tour/jiuzhaigou-huanglong-5-day-bus-tour

Chengdu
� Jiuzhaigou
� Huanglong
� Wenchuan
� Chengdu
Travel to Jiuzhaigou from Chengdu and back by public bus to save a lot than a private land transfer. Once arrival, spend two
full days to explore the lush forest, countless lakes and snow-capped mountains with one night inside of the fairyland.
Type
Private
Duration
5 days
Theme
Natural scenery, Overland
Trip code
WS-406
Price
From $ 498 per person
Itinerary

This tour will help cost by taking the public bus from Chengdu to Jiuzhaigou and back instead of a private transfer. Upon your
arrival at Jiuzhaigou, you will be greeted by local guide at the bus station and he/she will take you to check in at hotel which
should be only walking distance to Jiuzhaigou National Park entrance. Following two days inside of the park with one night
home stay, you will experience a different Jiuzhaigou than others.
Day 01 :
Chengdu / Maoxian / Jiuzhaigou
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Today take a public bus leaving to Jiuzhaigou around 8am, the whole journey will be along the Minjiang River, pass through
Wenchuan, Maoxian and Songpan, it will take you about 8-9 hours to get to Jiuzhaigou. 

Upon your arrival at the entrance of Jiuzhaigou, you will be greeted by local guide who will take you to hotel to check in by taxi
or private car (depending on the group size). Generally all the hotels we arrange for our groups will be close to the entrance of
Jiuzhaigou National park with walking distance of 20 minutes. 

Day 2-3 :
Jiuzhaigou National Park Sightseeing- 2 full days
Jiuzhaigou is China’s premier national park which is located between the Sichuan Basin and the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau.
You'll have two full days to visit Jiuzhaigou National Park, with crystal clear lakes, waterfalls, virgin forest, endangered plant
and animal species and Tibetan villages to explore, two days will give you enough time to relax and soak in the atmosphere of
Jizhaigou' tranquility and break-taking scenery. You can take the pollution free sightseeing bus to the top of the valley, then
walk down to appreciate the nice scenery along the way. Jiuzhaigou valley literally means “Nine Village Valley” which is named
after the nine Tibetan villages scattered throughout the park. 

We will arrange the Day 2's night at one of the family run guest houses inside of Jiuzhaigou National Park. So the next
morning you can start your exploration in Jiuzhaigou before the crowds.

Note: If you have a higher standard of the accommodation, then we will arrange you to stay at one of the top hotels
outside of the National Park and re-enter on Day 3 morning.

Day 04 :
Huanglong Natinal Park / Drive to Songpan (B)
Morning you will have a private transfer from Jiuzhaigou to Huanglong Park, you will see plateau grasslands en route.
Huanglong is famous for its colorful lakes, the multi-colored ponds of different sizes and shapes show various dreamlike colors
of yellow, blue, green and brown. The various colors are a result of the scattering, reflection and absorption of sunlight. Have
about 3 -4 hours sightseeing at Huanglong is really awesome.  Late afternoon transfer for Songpan for the night. 

Note: Your guide will help you to collect the bus tickets from the agent in Songpan, and he/she will write a note of the bus
staiton for you to catch the bust back to Chengdu next day.

Day 05 :
Take the public bus back to Chengdu



Today you need go to bus station by yourself to catch the bus back to Chengdu, the whole journey would be around 6-7 hours.
End the travel with WindhorseTour.

Prices

Period
2 Persons
3 Persons
4-6 Persons
Jul. to Aug.
Regular price$ 678$ 560$ 498
Sep.
Regular price$ 740$ 623$ 546
Oct. to mid Nov.
Regular price$ 802$ 678$ 609
Inclusions
Tour notes:

Please note prices are based in CNY.
General inclusions:

2 bottles of mineral water provided daily.
All required government taxes and fees.
4 Stars hotel (shared twin room, private bathroom and daily breakfast)
All entrance tickets as noted in the tour's itinerary.
Guide fluent in English, Chinese or Japanese that is certified by the state tourism build and from the local community. (If your
native language is not listed please let us know, we are certain we can assist your needs.)
Transportation will we be provided via a comfortable and clean car, minivan or tourist bus depending upon the groups size.
General exclusions:

Personal expenses such as laundry, drinks, internet access, fax, telephone calls etc.
Tips for your guide and driver.
Optional Attractions that are not specified in the itinerary.
Cable car ticket at Huanglong Park.
Tibetan cultures show at Jiuzhaigou.
Flight and/or railway ticket(s) to the first city of the tour and departure from the last city of the tour.
Meals not specified in the itinerary.
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